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In the present note the processes competing 

with the electromagnetic at high energies are con-

sidered .-- It is shown - that such pro_cesses may be -t.ho-

·" 

se involvi.ng the four- .fermion int·eraot1ons. 

* 
* 
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I; Intro d u·c ti -0 n 

_.:..:::,. 

It was shownl~l t~at. the application of_th~1mod~r~ 

renormalization method in the quantum electrodynamics leads 

to _the principle difficulty, 1.e., to the vanishing of the 

renormalized charge. Although the absolute proof of this 

conclusion was. argued,1 2 1 none the less, the prese~ce of 

the principle difficulties in the energy.region E deter-
tJ - E z/ -

mined by the condition d.. Wl --2 ---f(ci=e; he) appears to be ra
mc 

ti -3JT/cx ther convincing. The space scale eo---Q, correspond
me 

ing to this energy is far beyond the limits of the gravita-

tional radius of the electron as it ~as first pointed out 

in. \JI The extreme energy· itself is ·enormously high / E
0

~ 

2 e3JT/o</ -me· 
It can be expected, therefore, that the limits of the 

applicability of· the modern electrodynamics will be revea

led much earlier, e.g., due to a possible change of space

time structure in space-time regions which are small but 

still considerably greater than eo. 
There is, howeve~, another possibility of'limit1ng 

the significance of th.e quantum electrodynamics which is 

more accessible for the theoretical analysis. 
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Together with the purely electrodina~ic interactions 

of photons, electrons and positrons there occur the proces

ses involving mesons and nucleons. They may be induced in a 

purely electrodynamic way, e .. g., by photon inte'.raction ->11th 

an electron .. 

If it turned out that the Gontribution of these non

elect:romagnetic processes exceeds that Qf e~~f tromagnetic 
./ #•• :, ... 

then it ·would be not possible to consider the pure electro-

dynamics without essential involving other types of interact-
,.. 

ions .. In particular, from a certain energy ~,~P the expan-

sion in a series Q}/t, c. \'1ould become not reasonable .. 
~<' ..... 

We will show that such a competing interaction may be 

the weak four-fermion Fermi interaction., 

The validity of this interaction in high energy region 

is not experimentally checked and different theoretical 
. ~ 

doubts on the applicability of this interaction for the ener-

gies E )> rnc2 may arise. 

However, we shall start from the assumption about the 

applicability of this interaction up to very high eneri5ies 

and _consider the conclusions resulting from tllis assumpt.__ 

ion. 

1J~he physical property of the purely f errnion interact-

ions is that the matrix elements of these interactions do 
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not-decrease with the increase of the energy of .the fermions ... ~~ . ' \ ~-

in v o L v e din the process while the matrix elements of the 
. ' . ' . ~ ,,':' .. ·: f'? 

processes invol vtng th,e bosons ( p~otons, . JT- .. and 
• 1;'_, 

I{ -me-

sons) decrease "!1th the boso:n energy 1~crease .. _It can l;)e ac

counted for the fact that with the boson energy increase 

the boson field falls as follows 

( ,~ = ✓ n ·~;u;i:_g,+_+ conJ·· 
'+'1< . '21< .. ·~ .· 

-1/2 K , 

Here K is the boson momentum,. &: is the operatoi ·of 

boson pro<Iu_ct:ton), and the fermion .field with the fermion 
. .. ~ . 

ener.w increase 1'..ema1~; constant ( lf,'k. ~ Uk' Q, ik'Xa~· +conj: , 

where: 'UJ< is the spinor amplitude, a~ is the operator 

of t?e fermion production). 

We shall sh~w further that due to this property the 
""'!'' 

fermion _intera~tions become essential in th~ electromagnetic 
- . · . 2 3JT/<i 

processes much earlier than th.e logarithmic limi.t E--rnc B , 
ls reached • 

* * 
* 
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· IJ. · Fermion-Electr6magnet1c Int9raction ·1 

Let ~s consider ~he photon interaction procesH )Kit 

wlth the electron ( B " leading to the p.roduGtion of ) I-'--
( ) I 

-:-.-
i : meson 

" p- and two neutrinos V ' J/ 

~ k ~ e, ~ p- + v, + V. 
(1) 

such process wlll be de::rnr:ibed by the interact:ion k:1.gr.an....; 

gian 

(2) 

where is the e-1i~ctron interacti_on ( :JQ, 

ts the electron eurrent) with the electromaEnetic fiHJd 

"is t:he Yee tor poi~ent_ial), e, Wp., · has the same meaning 
··' . 

for a_ m_es~n •. Finall3:,_ ~We:p-v is 

interaction of an electron, ~ -meson and a neutrino; 
2 -~9 J -11 i, 

~=flcf\0 :?::10 erg~ cm is the Ferm:l. const?'nt/\ 0 =G./0 cm. 

wh!::reas We,u.v=(~Q,Ol'f'e)(~02 lf{,) + conj .. Jiere lfle ~ \.y'v 
,. I _ V _ , > p.- 1 

are the spinor fields of electrons, f -meson an~ a neutrino 

respectively; 01 and 0::, are certaj_n splnor operators~ ... -
The total effective cross 0ect.lon for · proce-ss (1) 

i •. •, 
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where Waf is the, ma,trix el~ment from the interaction 
...... 

energy (2) for pr.ocess (1), Pv , P\/ are neutrino and anti-

neutrino momenta, Et is the finite state energy. 

The structure of this mat_rix element Waf is such 

that in the first _nonvanishing approximation it is equal 

to 

Wa. =ear_/ (a/Welc)(cjWe,p-vlf) + (·a IWe~~~lc)t(clWtJ-J f ~ 
.f d I E0 - Ee. · · Eo · E c 

(4) 
where E is the initial state energy, and E; is the 

0 .... · . ·- · C 

intermediate state energy. In the system of center of gra-

vity of a photon and electron E - E .-., h ck (K i·s the 
· 0 ·C 

photon wave ~ector), (alWe,IC)---ki.;v2, (C/W 1/)-f< •12. ' 
. 3 . p- . 

Th~refore, 1Wafl2 __,e~K- •· The weight fab.to:t in,.(J) is 

proportibna;J. to K5• Tlihs, the'. tot'al cross section is as 

follows 

cr;t···~ o<. A~ 1< 2
: r· (5). 

where P· 1s the.factor of the .order 1, Which weakly de

·'pends on K*. 

* These qualitative conclusions are supported by 
more detailed calculations made by Dr. M. Mayer (Rumania)., 
The author is very grateful to him. 



,Just in a similar manner one may consider the col

lision of two electrons with their simultaneou3 conver

sion into two mesons, in accordance with the scheme 

I e" i II B+ -p-+p-. - (1) 
-

The differential cross section (in c.m.s.) for this 

process will be ,, " 

(6) 
... 

where q, is th~ mo~entum transfer ~nd P in the ini;_ 
. ' l' 

t.1.al electron momentum both measured in reciprocal.'iehgths. 

On 'the other hand, the cross sectiohs of 'purely elec-

tromagnetic processes are ,11i.ial · to 

for electron elastic collision, f ., 

cr = ia °'3 J_ < ~ 4wz - 3J s) 
p g I-< 2 k'z_. 

(, . m_c. 
for pai.r :pro.d~1ctio:1/nere_ k' == T, 
and 

of.: e,2 
lie / 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 
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for the bremsstrahluna in the electron collision. 
.. . t> 

The comparison of these cross sections with those 
. 1 . 

of mixed processes (1) and (1) shows that 

6,..._ > G"c with 
'/2· 

I-< ....., d. _I_ 
'7 /\o 

(11) 

<rp- > G"p with k ~ °' 1/2( ~ )-' 7 /\ol<c /\o 
(12) 

dG"p-r--c- > d 6"ee. with q, -~ c<.X" _1 / .,, ; l\o (lJ) 

6p-,.._ > 6'o with ( ot
3

) 1 9, -- p >, kc /\ ~ Ao (14) 

tHere the factors -1} are om1.tted ·!".·. 

As is seen from these inequalities that if four-fermion 

interactions may be considered applicable in the energy 

range J.< > 1/A O 1 
the processes w1 th neutrino~ and p, -

meson production are more intensive than_the purely elec

tromagnetic processes. The corresponding photon and elec

tron energy in the system of center of gravity should be 

more than he ,__, 2 Bev.· 
Ao · 

This is great energy but, nevertheless, it is much 

lower than the logarithmic 01.!e• 
~-

* Note that pair production in tl)i:s ?energy range is 
the main electromagnetic proce.ss. The Compton scattering 
in this case is minor in com:parison with the di:ffractional 
one induced by pair production. 
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It should be noted that the production of nucleon 

and meson pairs will p~ay a considerably: smaller role 

since their production cross section will be ( ~ )
2 

times less than that of electron-positron pairs. 

The processes involving the .production of neutrinos 

and boson mesons will be essential later due to the above

mentioned differenc.e in 'the behaviour of the boson and fer

mion matri~. ~lements •. 

Thus, the fermion interaction ~ay be the one which 

restricts the region of the applicability of electrodyna-

mies by the scales · ·> Ao 

ently, for the energies 

F6r sfu~ller scal~s and, consequ

abov·e 1i c 1 t is not reasonable 
/\o. 

at all to study electrodynamics without considering the 

processes involving both · P., -mesons and neutrinos and the 

Fermi constant ~, together with Q,'/nc. 

* * 
* 
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